CARINE GENDREY
TV Host, Linguist, Language Teaching Methods and Caribbean Studies Scholar

“ISSUES OF IDENTITY, LANGUAGE, GENDER & COMMUNITY BUILDING”

“ISSUES OF IDENTITY, LANGUAGE, GENDER & COMMUNITY BUILDING”

KEYNOTE SPEAKER
OCTOBER 27
CLASSROOM SOUTH 510
4:20-7:00 PM
GSU

TEACHING DEMO!
Students! Come have fun! Teachers across disciplines, come learn novel instructional communicative techniques!

OCTOBER 22
DAHLBERG HALL
1:00-3:15 PM

Directed by:
Dr. Gladys M. Francis

Sponsored by:
The French Ministry of Education
The South Atlantic Center of the Institute of the Americas
The Center for Latin American and Latino Studies
The World Languages & Cultures Department
The Engaging the World Program
Professor Carine Gendrey specializes in Caribbean and Creole Studies. Gendrey is also a linguist and a translator (currently working on the French translation of one of Earl Lovelace’s novels). She teaches English, Language Teaching Methods, Creole and Cultural studies at the University of the Antilles in Martinique. Gendrey is also an Educational Consultant for teachers’ training. In her capacity of Media Consultant and Designer for the national TV station France la 1ère, she directs the annual national and televised “Creole Dictation Program” and hosts the daily educational TV-show “Ti Lison” (Little [Creole] Lessons).